


Inspired by Dubai’s traditional connection to the sea, Dubai Harbour is an extraordinary 
seafront district designed to deliver the ultimate maritime lifestyle. Conveniently located in 
the heart of the city and set against a unique backdrop, Dubai Harbour combines 
comprehensive cruising and berthing facilities with premium living, retail and hospitality 

exclusive and multifaceted seafront experience.DESTINATION
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Inspired by Dubai’s traditional connection to the sea, Dubai Harbour is an extraordinary 
seafront district designed to deliver the ultimate maritime lifestyle. Conveniently located 
in the heart of the city and set against a unique backdrop, Dubai Harbour combines 
comprehensive cruising and berthing facilities with premium living, retail and hospitality 

vibrant, exclusive and multifaceted seafront experience.
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A wide list of exclusive offerings makes Dubai Harbour stand out as the ultimate maritime destination. 

One of its most remarkable features is its 120,000 sqm cruise facility. With two operational cruise 

terminals, each fully equipped with facilities and amenities of the highest standard, Dubai Harbour 

boasts one of the most advanced cruise terminals in the region capable of accommodating even 

the largest cruise ships.



STANDARD 

910engineered. The cruise facility comprises two cruise terminals on a  m long quay. The 

terminals are designed to comfortably handle a complete passenger turnaround of two 

mega-size cruise ships simultaneously. The two double-storied cruise terminals contain 

passenger boarding bridges, escalators and elevators to ensure a safe and seamless passage. 
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Dubai Harbour  Cruise Terminal lies  right  in  the 
heart of Dubai, within easy distance from the city’s 
most-loved landmarks and world-famous attractions. 
The cruise terminals are in close  proximity  to 
Dubai's  two  airports,  the Dubai International 
Airport and the Al-Maktoum International  Airport.



FACTS
LOCATION

 

CHANNEL DRAFT    12.5 m
CHANNEL WIDTH    300 m   

 MARINE TRAFFIC MONITORING
   SYSTEM  VTS

NUMBER OF 
TERMINALS 2

BOLLARDS TYPE

 4 770

SECURITY

3176
 

3739, 3412 &
25°05‘37.9”N  55°07‘50.5”E

CRUISE FACILITY AREA    120,000
TOTAL BUILDING AREA     >30,000

PIER LENGTH   910 m   
PIER WIDTH      28 m      

PASSENGER BOARDING BRIDGES

FENDERS TYPE
Cone Fenders -  2,190 mm

TURNING CIRCLE RADIUS
540 mTee Head - 200T  BP



TERMINAL
AMENITIES

Dubai Harbour Cruise Terminal paves the way for an unforgettable cruise experience. The terminals are 

designed to guarantee an enjoyable travel experience for passengers, with wide availability of 



CONTACT US
Visit cruisedubai.com for more information 

or contact us on cruiseinfo@dubaiharbour.com 

 


